POSITION TITLE: Model Railroad Engineer/Technician

POSITION LOCATION: Reno, NV

POSITION DESCRIPTION:
TRAINLI is a model railroad manufacturer that import parts and products from around the world to fulfill and cater to model railroad (G-scale, O-scale, and HO-scale) enthusiasts.

TRAINLI is seeking a Model Railroad Engineer/Technician to determine failure modes of products, implement new features, and prepare documents for low-volume production (CAD, parts sourcing, manufacturing method selection, prototyping, etc.). This position is an internship and will start towards the end of summer. If the internship is successful, the position might lead into an engineering position at the company. Hours and days are very flexible. Duties include, but are not limited to:

- Repairing model trains
- Installing and programming updated systems in model engines
- Troubleshooting customer problems

QUALIFICATIONS:

- Completed at least two years of engineering courses (ENGR100 is a must)
- Must have a strong understanding of electrical and mechanical systems
- Strong computer skills, such as Microsoft Office and CAD
- Proficient in English writing
- Capable of working on small products
- Detail-oriented
- Organized and communicative
- Understanding of CS is a bonus

HOW TO APPLY:
Interested applicants should send a resume to Nico Bernt at nico.bernt@trainli.com.